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Abstract

This paper offers an alternative theory for the increase in unemployment

and wage inequality experienced in the U.S. over the past two decades.

In my model firms decide the composition of jobs and then match with

skilled and unskilled workers. The demand for skills is endogenous and

an increase in the proportion of skilled workers or their productivity can

change the nature of equilibrium such that firms start creating separate

jobs for the skilled and the unskilled. Such a change increases skilled wages,

reduces unskilled wages and increases the unemployment rate of both skilled

and unskilled workers. Although skilled workers are better-off' as a result

of this change, total social surplus can decrease. A testable implication

which distinguishes this theory from others is derived and some evidence

in support of this implication is provided.
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1. Introduction

Two trends are marked in the U.S. labor market since the early 1970s: first,

unskilled wages have fallen in absolute levels while wages for skilled workers

have risen; second, unskilled imemployment has increased substantially. There

is widespread agreement among labor economists that increased demand for skills

is a very important part of the story [e.g. Katz and Murphy, 1992, Herman,

Bound and Grilliches, 1994]. However, irrespective of whether the relative de-

mand for skilled workers increased due to skill-biased technological change or due

to increased globalization, the absolute decline of wages at the bottom of the

distribution by as much as 30% in real terms is not easily explained without the

introduction of additional features.^ Perhaps more importantly, both the trade

and technology explanations imply that because the demand for skilled workers

has increased, their unemployment rates should have decreased. In contrast, the

unemployment rates for workers of all education groups have risen over the past

two decades.'^

This paper offers an alternative theory which explains both major trends

through a new mechanism. I suggest that a change in the structiure of jobs can

simultaneously reduce moskilled wages, raise skilled wages and increase unemploy-

ment for both skilled and imskilled workers. The driving force for the change in

the structure of jobs can be skill-biased technical change in which case the model

I present can be viewed as a new and powerful propagation mechanism for a fa-

miliar shock. However, another and more directly observable shock also plays

the same role in this model: an increase in the proportion of skilled workers in

'For instance, the persence of some scarce factor whose price increases as a result of the

technological change would lead to this type of conclusion. But in general, it is not clear what
the sccirce factor is.

2See OECD (1994), Murphy and Topel (1987), NickeU and Bell (1995). In 1970, the unem-
ployment rate for male workers with less than 4 years of high school was 4.0%, for those with

4 years of high school was 2.4% while the unemployment for males with more than 4 years of

college stood at 1.1%. In 1991, the unemployment rate for these three groups was respectively

13.4%, 7.7% and 3.2%. Similarly, the average unemplojTnent rates between 1992-94 for male
workers with no high school degree was 13.9%, for those with less than a bachalor degree was 6%
and for male coDege graduates it stood at 3.2% [Statistical Abstracts of the U.S., 1995, Table

662].



the labor force. Despite the unprecedented increase in the proportion of skilled

and highly educated workers in the labor force during the 70s^, previous research

has discarded changes in the composition of the labor force as an explanation for

increased wage inequality based on the observation that the relative employment

and wages of skilled workers moved in the same direction. This observation does

not contradict my theory since a change in the composition of the labor force

induces a change in the structure of jobs and an even larger increase in the rela-

tive demand for skills, thus affecting relative wages and employment in the same

direction.

To illustrate the main mechanism proposed in this paper, consider a labor

market consisting of two groups; the skilled and the imskilled. The skilled are

naturally more productive but the unskilled can be trained to perform the same

jobs as the skilled. Firms in this economy determine the relative demand for skills

by deciding what kind of jobs to open and then search for workers. Suppose they

have a choice between three types of jobs; imskilled, middling and skilled. If they

open skilled jobs, they have to find a skilled worker, whereas with a middling

job imskilled workers are also acceptable, thus vacancies can be filled much faster

and recruiting costs will be lower. Since most jobs are open to both skilled and

unskilled workers and most vacancies are filled rapidly, imemployment in this

labor market is low. Moreover, wage inequality is limited because skilled and

unskilled workers are working in the same jobs, thus skilled workers are employed

at lower physical to human capital ratios than the unskilled, and this compresses

the wage differences between these two groups [see sections 2.2 and 3 for details on

this claim]. This equilibrium with middling jobs, low unemployment and limited

wage inequality has some affinity to the situation in the 1950s and 1960s when
the labor market was relatively tight and firms were keen on filling their jobs fast.

Now consider two possible changes: (1) the proportion of skilled workers in-

creases, and/or (2) the productivity of skilled workers increases relative to un-

skilled workers. After either of these two changes it will become profitable for

many firms to switch from middling to skilled jobs because it is easier to fill

these positions (as there are more skilled workers in the imemployment pool), or

because the productivity of skilled positions has increased. In turn, other firms

For example, the proportion of male high-school graduates entering college reached a peak

of 65% in 1969 (see Freeman, 1976). The proportion of workers in the labor force with some
coOege increased from 25.9% to 47.6% from 1970 to 1991 (Statistical Abstracts of the U.S., 1995,

Table 629, see also Katz el al, 1995).



will find it profitable to open 'low-quality' jobs for the miskilled workers who can

no longer get the middling jobs (e.g. low-skill service jobs versus manufactur-

ing jobs). What are the implications? First, skilled imemployment will increase

because anticipating the availability of high quality jobs, skilled workers become

more 'choosy'. Second imskilled imemployment will increase due to the same rea-

son. Third, skilled wages will increase due to the higher quality of the jobs they

are now obtaining. Fourth, imskilled wages will fall since they will be employed

in worse jobs.

In support of this description of the major changes in the U.S. labor market

over the past two decades. Levy and Murnane (1995) in their case studies of

a number of companies including Chrysler, Honda of America and Northwest

Mutual find that during the 1960s and the early 1970s these companies were very

lenient in their recruiting practices, and any worker who satisfied some minimum
requirement was hired. However, during the late 1980s, these firms started using

very different recruitment techniques; in particular, they had substantially higher

requirements, turned down a large number of workers and expended relatively

large resources to find the right workers including lengthy interviews, and English

and Math tests to determine cognitive skills.

Therefore, the explanation offered in this paper for the major trends in the U.S.

labor market '' is that in response to the changes in the composition of the workforce

and technology, the structure ofjobs and the equilibrium demand for labor change.

It is particularly important to emphasize that when the driving force is the change

in the composition of the workforce, there is no exogenous change in technology,

but a large restructuring of demand for labor. The composition of jobs may
actually 'overshoot' the change in the composition of the workforce, and as a

consequence, there could be a severe contraction in the demand for imskilled

workers. As a result, the increase in the proportion of skilled workers, which has

traditionally been thought of as a counteracting force to the rise in wage inequality,

becomes a driving force or at least a contributing factor. Similarly, a small change

in the relative productivity of skilled workers can cause a large adjustment on

the demand side, depressing the job market opportunities for unskilled workers.

''As it is well known there are similar trends in other OECD countries and the differences

between Europe and the U.S. are very informative. However, in this paper I will not discuss the

experience of other countries. In Acemoglu (1996) and (1995b), I discuss how a similar model
with a number of different features can accoimt for some of the differences between Europe auid

the U.S.



These results are caused by the non-convexity introduced by the transaction costs

of search, and they would never occur in a competitive equilibrium. Finally, in

contrast to all other explanations offered for the increase in wage inequalit}', this

approach explains (irrespective of whether the driving force is (1) or (2)) why the

unemployment of the skilled increases and why there is a fall in the absolute level

of unskilled wages.

An interesting welfare conclusion follows from this model. Changes in the

composition of jobs towards more 'sepaxation' across types may reduce welfare

because unskilled workers no longer receive rents. Although as in the standard

explanations the increase in wage inequality is the result of the changing demand

for skilled workers, this change can be associated not only with more inequality

but also with more inefficiencies in the allocation of resources.

A word of interpretation is necessary at this stage. It is not always easy to

determine which features of the data a model best captm^es. Since the results

are driven by search costs — costs that firms have to incur in finding the right

workers — , it may be conjectured that the model only has relevance to within

education-group inequality. Underlying this view is the argument that if a firm

needs workers with some observable skills, such as a college degree, it can open a

vacancy asking only college graduates to apply, thus the cost of finding a college

graduate would be independent of the composition of the workforce with respect

to observable characteristics. First of all, this interpretation would not limit the

interest of the anedysis since as Juhn, Murphy and Pierce (1993) conclude the

largest component of the increase in wage inequafity is in the increased 'price of

imobserved skills'. The characteristics not observed by the econometrician are also

difficult to specify in a job description and thus the mechanism suggested here will

apply. Furthermore, the extension in section 5 demonstrates that the results apply

even with a small degree of 'randomness' and frictions in the matching technology.

Moreover, in the real world the qualifications are not simply college graduates or

high school drop-outs, some firms will always find it profitable to 'pool' across

types; for instance, given the evidence in Levy and Murnane (1995) and Barron

et al (1985) that firms spend considerable resources in their recruitment activities,

it is quite plausible to suppose that a firm searching for a worker with 13 years

of schooling will often not turn down someone with 12.5 years if workers with 13

years of schoofing are sceirce. On the other hand, the same firm may decide to

wait for workers with 13 years of schooling when these more educated workers are

abimdant in the unemployment pool.



The model I use builds on the work of Diamond (1982), Jovanovic (1979),

Mortensen (1982), and Pissarides (1990). These papers all deal with ex ante ho-

mogenous agents, and in this respect my work is most closely related to Sattinger

(1995), Shimer and Smith (1996) and Burdett and Coles (1995), all of which an-

alyze search ajid matching models with ex ante heterogeneity. The first two deal

with models of transferable utility and the last with non-transferable utility. How-

ever, differently from all these papers and along the lines of Acemoglu (1995a,b),

I endogenize the composition of jobs in the economy which means the firms are

allowed to choose their 'types'. This is an important innovation as it is the most

natural reason for why jobs would be heterogeneous, and more importantly, it en-

ables the analysis of the changing structure of jobs. Moreover, this added featiu"e

simplifies the analysis and as a result the equilibria can be characterized fully and

a number of results such as the multiplicity of equilibria and welfare results are

derived analytically.

Kremer and Maskin (1996) use a model of competitive labor markets with

managers and workers to argue that the increase in wage inequality is caused by

the changing matching patterns. In their model, when the gap between skilled

and unskilled workers is limited, skilled workers become managers and employ

the imskilled workers, but an increase in the skill gap makes it more profitable to

concentrate high skilled workers in the same firms and unskilled workers in others.

As well as the mechanism and the driving forces, the welfare imphcations of the

two models are very different. Other related papers are Acemoglu (1995a,b) and

Davis (1995) who also endogenize the composition of jobs and Saint-Paul (1993)

who analyzes the imphcations of skill-biased technological change on wages and

unemployment in a two sector search model. None of these papers share the

key results of this paper, that wage and imemployment inequality depend on the

composition of the labor force throiigh changes in the structure of jobs.

The plan of the paper is as follows. The next section lays out the basic environ-

ment, preferences and technology and derives the competitive allocation. Section

3 analyzes the search equilibrium. Section 4 derives the social planner's choice

subject to the same search frictions. Section 5 generalizes the results to other

matching technologies. Section 6 derives a testable implication not shared by al-

ternative theories and provides some micro evidence in support of this prediction.

Section 7 concludes and the Appendix contains the proofs.



2. The Basic Setup

2.1. The Environment

The economy consists of a continnum of workers of measure 1 . Time is discrete

and infinite and workers are potentially infinitely Uved. Each worker faces a

probability of death equal to b in every period, but population is constant as

there is a flow 6 of new workers in every period. I assimie that a proportion (j) of

workers born in every period are unskilled and a proportion 1 — of the workers are

skilled. There is no discounting in this economy (other than due to the possibility

of death) and all workers are risk-neutral and maximize their expected life-time

earnings. On the other side of the market there is a larger continuiun of firms.

Firms maiximize expected income without discounting.

Production requires a worker, a production site and a firm with capital. There

is a contimuun of sites of measure 1, and as a result there will always be the same

number of active firms and workers looking for a productive relation (which is a

convenient normalization). Since sites may be in short demand, they will rent at

a price c and this price, determined in equilibrium, will ensure that firms make
zero profits.

All firms have access to the same production technology given as

y = Ak^-'^h'',

where k is the physical capital of the firm and h is the human capital level of the

worker. Skilled workers have hmnan capital h2 = t] > \ and unskilled workers

have hi = 1. The crucial assumption is that firms have to choose their level of

physical capital before they know which worker will be their match (see Acemoglu,

1995a), and this choice is irreversible. The price of capital is normalized to 1 and

this is the amount the firm has to pay per unit of capital every period in which it

is active.

The fact that the physical capital decision is irreversible implies that a firm

that has hired a level of capital k2 this period cannot reduce or increase its physical

capital next period; it is stuck with k2 and as long as it is active it will have to

pay k2 as the cost of capital and use this amount of physical capital in production.

As a motivation imagine that a firm buys a machine with a certain amount of

physical capital embedded in it or specifically designed for a particular 'sector' and

it can never use any other machine. During every period in which this machine is



used, costs of depreciation and repair proportional to the amount of capital will

be incurred.

Finally, after a firm and a worker meet and agree, the match continues imtil

the worker dies at which point the firm also disappears. The site is rented in the

next period by a new firm which then chooses its physical capital level.

2.2. The WalrEisian Allocation

First, assume that the labor market is frictionless. Firms again choose their

physical capital before they arrive in the labor market. Competition for workers

yields marginal pricing, so for a worker with human capital h working with a firm

of physical capital k, total wage earnings are:

w{h) = aAk^-^h".

Since hiunan and physical capital are complements, high physical capital firms

will be willing to pay more for the skilled workers [see Sattinger, 1993 for a smrvey

of assignment models]. It follows that in a steady state equilibrium there will

be two types of firms; a proportion with physical capital fci that employ the

imskilled v/orkers, and a proportion 1 — with physical capital ^2 that employ

the skilled workers. The profits of these two types of firms are given as:

n,(fc,) = Akl-'^hf -w,-k.

Then, equilibriimi physical capital levels are:

k, = [{l-a)A]'^'',

k2 = [{l-a)A]'/''rj,

and both types of firms make zero profits. The significant point is that Aii = ^;

that is, unskilled and skilled employees work at the same physical to himian capital

ratio. As a result of marginal product pricing, the ratio of wages for these two

groups is precisely ^ = t]. This is due to the constant returns to scale production

fimction but it constitutes a useful benchmark. Also in this economy there is no

(end-of-period) imemployment.

Two comparative static results immediately follow. First, a 1% increase in rj is

translated directly into a 1% increase in the wage ratio ^, and if we interpret an



increase in 77 as skill-biased technological change (skilled workers becoming more

productive relative to the imskilled), the absolute level of unskilled wage remains

unchanged. Second, a change in (j) changes the number of high physical capital

jobs, but the wage gap is not affected. Therefore, although the composition

of jobs changes in response to the change in 0, there is no overshooting: the

effective demand for skilled workers remains constant, and hence relative wages

are unchanged. These results will be important for future comparison.

3. The Search Equinbrium

Let me now dispose of the Walrasian auctioneer. Workers are matched to firms

via a random matching technology. Since there are the same number of active

firms and workers, I assume that every worker meets a firm in every period and

vice versa. The randomness of the matching technology implies that each worker

has a constant probability of meeting each firm regardless of his hiunan capital

[thus, a skilled worker is not more likely to meet a high physical capital firm].

This is an extreme assmnption often adopted in the search literature because

the alternatives are much harder to deal with [e.g. Sattinger, 1995, Burdett and

Coles, 1995]. Section 5 will show that relaxing this assumption does not change

the results.^

Because costly search removes marginal pricing, I will use bargaining for wage

determination which is common in the search literature. However, rather than

adopt Nash Bargaining, this paper uses the expHcit strategic bargaining as in

Shaked and Sutton (1984) or Binmore, Rubinstein and Wohnsky (1986). Such

bargaining has soimder microfoundations than axiomatic Nash bargaining and

more importantly, it simplifies the expressions [see Acemoglu (1995a) Appendix

A]. According to this wage rule, the worker obtains a proportion /3 of the total

surplus imless the outside option of the firm or that of the worker is binding, in

which case the party whose outside option binds receives its outside option. Total

^An alternative formulation that would preserve the quEihtative results is as follows: all

workers are observationally equivalent and firms need to interview workers in order to elicit

their types. However, this interview is not perfect so that an unskilled worker can appear

as skilled, thus the unskilled always have an incentive to apply to all the vacancies that they

encounter. Firms can either decide to interview these workers and hire those who pass or accept

all workers who contact them. Which strategy is more profitable will naturally depend on the

proportion of the two types in the population, and an increase in the proportion of high types

will make the firms more wiUing to employ costly testing.

8



net output is denoted by y, the outside option of the worker by id, and the outside

option of the firm by 7f , then the wage rate will he w = min {max{0y, w},y — ft}.

In words, as long as the outside option of the firm and the worker are not binding,

the worker obtains a proportion of the total surplus, and if the outside option of

one of the parties binds, he (it) obtains his (its) outside option. By the free-entry

condition, the outside option of firms tt will be fixed at zero, thus the wage rule

can be taken to be y = max{/?y, w}.

A steady state allocation^ in this economy will consist of an investment level

for all firms denoted by the mapping K : [0, 1]
—>• R'^ which determines the level

of capital for firm i G [0, 1] that is active; outside options for skilled and unskilled

workers, w^ and w^; and total unemployment for skilled and unskilled workers,

J7" and U^. Firm i's profit is given by:

^
{1-6) ( A max (min {(1 - /?)(^/c^° - /c,),>l/c.'-° - iZ)'^} ;0)

'^'^
6

1^
+(l-A)max(rain{(l-/?)(>l/c^"-A;,),AA:^''r?°-iD*};0)

(3.1)

where A is the proportion of imskilled workers and (1 — A) is the proportion of

skilled workers looking for a job. It is straightforward to see that A = jj^^jj,

since U denotes the beginning-of-period unemployment (which is different from

end-of-period unemployment).

Let me briefly explain (3.1). The firm will always meet a worker because there

is an equal number of firms and workers looking for a match. With probability

A, the worker will be unskilled. After this match three things can happen: (i)

there is no employment relation in which case the firm gets 0; (ii) there is an

employment relation and the outside option of the worker is not binding, then the

firm obtains (1 — P){Akl~°' — ki); and (iii) the outside option of the worker binds

but it is still profitable to form an employment relation, and in this case the firm

obtains Ak]'"' — ki — tD". With probability 1 — A, the firm meets a skilled worker

and the same three possibilities are available. Note also that the assiunption used

in writing this expression is that the firm does not have to pay for capital before

production starts, thus bargaining takes place over the net profitabihty of the

match. However, the firm commits to a capital level before the match and caimot

^Non-steady-state allocations can also be characterized with more work and notation and I

leave those out to save space and notation. Since I am only dealing with steady-states, I ignore

the option to destroy jobs in the future.



change this level of capital investment." Finally, the whole term is miiltiphed by

^ because the relationship comes to an end at the rate 6, and this is the only

reason why the fntirre is discounted.

A Steady State Search Equilibrium is defined by the following conditions:

1. Outside options for skilled and unskilled workers w^ and uJ" are determined

optimally.

2. Firm i and worker j form a match if and only if Akl'^^h"^ — ^t > w-' where

hj is the hmnan capital of worker j and iv^ is his outside option.

3. Given (1) and (2), /c, is chosen to maximize firm i's profits as given by (3.1)

for alH G [0,1].

3.1. The Pooling Allocation

I start with an allocation which I call, with some abuse of terminology, the pooling

allocation.^ In this allocation all firms choose the same level of capital kp and

accept any worker, and all workers accept all firms. Formally, (1) /Cj = fcp, Vz G

[0, 1]; (2) Afc^-°77° - kp > W'; and (3) Akl'" - kp > iD".

Since all firms are the same, in this allocation the outside option (reservation

returns) of workers do not bind. Then, in steady state the expected per period

profits of a firm can be written as:

^For instance, once the firm chooses investment equal to k, it has two options: shut-down at

no cost or continue to function at cost k per period. There are a number of alternative modelling

strategies that could have been adopted without changing the results. The formulation in the

text is chosen as it is the least algebra and notation intensive, and more importantly, it makes

the comparison with Walrasian Equihbrium most straightforward. A natural alternative would

be the following: the firm buys the capital at a price R per unit eind then meets the worker

and bargains. In every period that the capital is used, the firm pays a depreciation proportional

to its capital stock. In this case, because the physical capital of the firm is sunk before wage

negotiations, we have w — PAk^'^h". Moreover, the firm now incurs the cost of physical

investment even when it does not meet a worker. In this case the investment levels would have
1 / f> — 1

to be multiplied by ((iJj)7flj)+ifl) and the profit levels by
(( ^^^(fL/j+Afl)

- Further, in the

welfare analysis, there would be another reason for inefficiency. The firm would underinvest in

physical capital as in Grout (1984) and Acemoglu (1995a). Abstracting from this inefficiency

makes the more novel sources of inefficiency in this setting more transparent.

^Recall: there are no informational asymmetries. The term poohng is used to capture the

fact that both skilled and imskilled workers are working in the same type of jobs.

10



(1 - ,5)(1 -P) (1 - 0)^/c^-"77° + <i>Akl-° - kj,

n„ = ^ r^

A firm immediately finds an employee because it accepts both types. In steady

state all workers are immediately accepted, thus [/" = 6(p and [/* = 6(1 — 0), that

is, only new workers look for a job (end-of-period unemployment rates are equal

to zero as in the Walrasian allocation). Therefore, with probability X = <(> the

firm produces Ak^''^ — kp until the job is destroyed and with probability (1 — (f)),

it meets a skilled worker, and the per period profits are equal to Akp~°'r]'^ — kp.

Then:

1/q
/cp = {[0+(l-0)77-](l-a)^}^^^ (3.2)

and

n a(l-/3)(l-(5){[0+(l-0)r7°](l-a)^}^/-

Finally, the cost of hiring a site will be c = 6U.p as each site has to receive the

expected discounted present value of a vacant firm.

3.2. Deviation from the pooling allocation

In order to determine whether and when the pooling allocation can be an equi-

librium, returns to potential deviations need to be calculated. It should be clear

that the most profitable deviation is one where a firm decides to turn down all

unskilled workers and accept only the skilled. Thus consider firm i = d deviating

and adopting this strategy. Then:

{1 - mi - 6){l - 0)[Akl-"ri- - k,]
Ua = .

The cost of deviating is that instead of finding a worker with probability 1, the

firm only gets a worker with probabiUty (1 — 0), otherwise it proceeds to the next

period as a vacant firm (zero retiirn) . The benefit is that knowing it will only work

with high skilled workers, the firm can choose a higher level of physical capital

(i.e. a job specifically designed for a high skill worker). This gives:

11



/c, = [(l-aM]^/"r?, (3.4)

and

"'^
=

{rr^j6
• ^^-^^

Thiis the condition for the poohng allocation to be an equilibrium is lip > 11^ or

Hence (proof omitted):

Lemma 1. If 77° < ,^_ .^"^.^ , , there exists a pooling equilibrium in which all

5rms choose kp as given by (3.2) and all workers immediately find jobs.

There are three important features to be noted about this equilibrium. First,

in contrast to the Walrasian allocation of section 2.2, here all workers are in the

same type of jobs, and as a result highly skilled labor works at a physical to human
capital ratio of -^ whereas the ratio for low skill workers is kp. As a result, skilled-

unskilled wage ratio is equal to ^^ = ^°) thus wage differences are compressed.

Second, there is no imemployment for either group. Third, unskilled workers

benefit from being in the same labor market as the skilled workers. Anticipating

to meet a skilled worker some of the time, firms invest in a larger stock of physical

capital than they would have done in the absence of skilled workers, and this

increcLses the return to unskilled workers (see Acemoglu, 1995a).

3.3. The Sepcirating Allocation

The alternative to pooUng is the separating allocation. Firms open either high

or low physical capital jobs, and low physical capital firms are turned down by

skilled workers while high capital firms turn down imskilled workers. Formally,

(1) 3/i > such that k = /ci Vi < /i and k, = k2 Vi > /i; (2) Ak]'"" -ki>w'' and

Akl-''T]° -ki<w'; and (3) Akl-^Tj" -k2>w' and Ak^-" - fcs < iD". Thus, two

levels of physical capital (ki and ^2) and the proportion of vacant firms choosing

each level {fi) need to be determined, and it has to be ensured that high physical

12



capital firms do not accept imskilled workers and skilled workers do not accept

low physical capital firms

With a similar reasoning to (3.5), profits for high and low capital firms are:

A(l-(5)(l -/3)[Afcr°-fci]
111 —

n. =

6

(1 - A)(l - <5)(1 - /5)[/lA;^V - ^'2]

where the difference from (3.5) is that the proportion of unskilled workers in the

unemployment pool, A, is no longer equal to
(f)
and is endogenously determined

in equilibrium. Also note that since we are in a steady state allocation, future

job opportunities are the same as now, therefore, outside options will not bind.

Straightforward maximization gives the physical capital choices of high and low

firms as

h = [(l-a)/l]^/^ (3.7)

h = [[l-a)A]"''n.

Thus;

\{l-8){\-0)a[{\-a)A]"^
"^

{T^aib
' ^^-^^

n (l-A)(l-<?)(l-^)a[(l-a)^]^/% ,_ _,

"^ = \^^a)6
• ^^-^^

This allocation can be an equilibrium only if IIi = 112, otherwise all vacant firms

would like to choose one or the other physical capital level (a corner solution with

Hi < 112 and /x = is also possible). Equation (3.8) and (3.9) give:

A = -^. (3.10)

Next the composition of jobs in steady state needs to be determined. This can

be done straightforwardly from the steady state accoimting equations for skilled

and unskilled imemployment. By definition;

13



05 = [<5 + //(I - (5)] t/" (3.11)

The left-hand side of the top equation is entry into unskilled unemployment each

period and the right hand side is the exit from unemployment; there are U^

unemployed imskilled workers and a proportion 6 of these leave imemployment

because they die. The remaining workers all get matched but only a proportion
fj.

who meet a low capital firm exit imemployment. The bottom equation is similarly

defined. Noting that ^ = j^, the second equation linking A to
fj.

is obtained:

1-0 6+{l-6){l- ^i)l-X'

(3.12) together with (3.10) and (3.7) describes the separating equilibrium.^ Note

that imemployment for both groups is higher than in the poohng equilibrium (or

end-of-period unemployment is positive). Fiu-thermore, because firms get higher

rents from employing a skilled worker, there will be relatively more demand for

the skilled. To see this effect clearly note that when = | and rj = I, skilled

and unskilled unemployment are eqtial, and as rj increases, skilled unemployment

falls and unskilled unemployment increases (of coiirse at 77 = 1, the equilibrium

will not be separating, also recall that u denotes total unemployment, not unem-

ployment rate, in general, the imemployment rate of the unskilled divided by the

unemployment rate of the skilled is always increasing in 77).

3.4. Deviation From the Separating Allocation

The optimal deviation will be to choose a physical capital level k and accept

all workers. The benefit is that a job will be formed with probabifity 1 instead

of (1 — A). However, a disadvantage is that the firm will not design the jobs

specifically for the skilled workers, and profits from skilled workers will be lower.

®More explicitly:

- (1 - <f>)6Tl

H = max
(l-5)[0+(l-<i«.)7?] •i

14



Note also that the outside option of a high skill worker may be binding in this

case because the deviant chooses a lower level of physical capital than the high

capita] firms and thus a proportion (5 of the output of this firm may be less than

what a skilled worker can expect to get by remaining unemployed. The outside

option of a skilled worker w^ is equal to his expected earning from waiting for a

skilled job, thus:

W' = (1 - <5)(1 - ^X)W2 + (1 - <5)V(1 - Ai)^2 + (1 - <5)V(l - ^^)W2 +

^
(l-/.)(l-5)/3(ylA;^V-fc2)

- =
l + il-6),

^'-'^^

Lemma 2. (i) If P (Ak^~°'r)°' — k) > w^, then a separating equilibrium does not

exist.

(a) There exists fj such that for r] < rj, a separating equilibrium does not exist.

Part (i) of the Lemma establishes that when the outside option of the worker

does not bind, a deviation from the separating allocation will always be profitable.

The second part (ii) follovv's immediately, with
7J
defined as the relative skill of the

skilled workers such that the outside option of the skilled workers just binds. This

Lemma suggests that for a separating equilibriiun we should look at the region of

T] > fj, i.e. in the region where the outside option of a skilled worker would bind

when he meets a deviant firm. In this region, since the deviant has to pay w^ to

skilled workers, its profit level is:

(1 - (5) (A(1 - 0)[Ak^-'' - Jt] + (1 - A) [Ak^-^T]" -k-u

Simple maximization gives the optimal deviation from the separating allocation

A{l-a)[il-X)r + \il-/3)]'

as:

l/a

A(l-/3) + (l-A)

Substituting for k in the profit fimction gives:

15
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n = -A{l-a)[il-X)v'^ + X{l-0)r'^''
(3.15)

[I - {1 - 6)fi]{l - a)6

(3.15) needs to be compared to (3.9) to see whether a deviation is profitable.

The following Lemma can be established by noting that as t; —> oo, (3.9) tends

to (1 - P)a [(1 - a)A]^^" whereas (3.15) tends to (1 - /3)a [(1 - a)A]^^° - B{(p),

where the term B{(j)) is an increasing fimction of 4> and is always strictly positive.

In particular, in the limit of 77 -^ oo, we have B{(f)) -^ ^^~^^^[^'^~°^l'^° > 0. Thus

(details in the appendix):

Lemma 3. There exists 77*(</>) > fj such that for rj < tj* {(f)) , a separating equiUh-

rium does not exist. And for t] > 77' (0), there exists a separating equihbrium in

which a proportion fi affirms choose fcj and a proportion {1 — n) choose ^2 where

ki, k2, and fi are given by (2.7) and (3.12).

The presence of pooling and separating equilibria for certain values of the

parameters t] and has now been established. Figiire 1 draws the key parameter

space for this economy. In the northwest corner, Region I, there is only a imiqiie

pooling steady state equilibrium; in the southeast corner, Region III, we have a

iinique separating steady state equilibrium; and in the northeast corner. Region

III, both a separating and pooling steady state equilibria exist. The intuition

for this multipUcity is that for high values of and 77, when we are in a pooling

equilibrium, there is no profitable deviation since is high and a deviant firm

aiming to recruit only the skilled has a small probability of meeting the right

worker. However, when we are in a separating equilibriimi firms do not want to

pool across the two types because the outside option of the high skill workers will

bind and firms will be forced to pay them high wages even when they choose the

pooling capital stock. Hence, the force that maintains a multiplicity of equilibria

is the impact of different compositions of jobs in the two steady state equilibria

on the outside option of skilled workers. Finally, to see that Region II, the area

where the exist multiple equiUbria, is non-empty, it suffices to note that as — 1,

all values of 77 are consistent with a pooling equilibriimi whereas even as —

>

1, high values of 7/ are also consistent with a separating equilibrium as /i —

>

max[i^^Jif^,0} and 5(0) > 0.
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3.5. The Mixed Equilibrium

In the southwest corner of Figure 1 there exists neither a pooUng nor a separating

equiUbrium. If all firms are accepting both types of worker, a firm can increase

its profits by deviating and only accepting skilled workers. On the other hand,

if there is a separating allocation, there again exists a profitable dev-^iation with

one firm choosing a middling job and accepting all workers. Instead, there exists

a mixed equilibriiun where some firms accept both types of workers while others

employ only the skilled. A mixed equilibrium has the following features: (1)

3p > such that k, = kp ^i < p and k, =^ k \fi > p; (2) Ak^'" - kp > u-" and

Ak^-'^T]'' - kp > w'; and (3) Ak^-'^Tj'^ - k > w' and Ak^-"" -JcKw".
In this equilibrium, the profit of the pooling firms can be written as:

n.(^>) =^ (1 - A) min {(1 - ^) [Akl'^T]'' - kp) ; Ak'p-'^rj^ - kp - w']

+X{1 - P) (^Ak'p-'^ - kp)

The profit level of separating firms will be:

(3.16)

n ^ (l-A)(l-/3)(l-<?)a[(l-aM]^/°r?
^^_^^^

(1 — a)6

Equilibrium is then given by (details in the appendix):

U = maxUp{kp). (3.18)
kp

The mimber unskilled workers who are unemployed will be given as:

(I>6^{6 + {1- 6)p) U^.

where p is the proportion of firms that do not accept low skill workers. Therefore,

^ ^ 0+(l-0)(<5 + (l-<5)p)-
^^-^^^

The mixing equiUbrium exhibits lower wage inequality and lower unemployment
than the separating equilibrium but more than the pooling equihbriiom.

Lemma 4. In the region where rj < rj* (</>) and r]°' > -^ -„'^,^ , , there exists a

mixed equilibrium characterized hy (3.18) and (3.19).
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3.6. Summary of the Results

In this section the results for the steady state equilibrium are summarized in the

form of a proposition [see also Figure 1]. The proof follows the lemmas and is

thus omitted.

Proposition 1. There exists Tj*{(p) such that

1. If T} > r}*{(t)) and r/" > n-ri,)°-(i-</,) '
^^^^ there exists a unique separating

equihbrium and no poohng equilibrium.

2. If rj < T]*{4>) and 77" < .^ .J^,^_,. , then there exists a unique pooling

equilibrium and no separating equilibrium.

3. If Tj > 77* (0) and 77° < ,^_ ,^'^^_.. , then there exists a multiplicity of

equilibria, both the separating and the pooling steady states co-exist.

4. If Tj < 77* (0) and 77*^ > -^_ .^'^^_ ,, , then there exists neither a separating

nor a pooling equilibrium, and there is instead a mixed equilibrium where

some firms accept both types of workers and others specialize.

3.7. Comparative Statics

In this section I analyze the response of the search equilibrium to a change in

the underlying parameters 77 and <p. According to the conventional wisdom, the

past twenty years have been characterized by skill-biased technological change,

making the skilled even more productive relative to the imskilled. This can be

captured in this setting as an increase in 77.^° Another important development of

the past twenty years is the rapid change in the composition of the workforce.

With the baby-boom generation arriving in the market with high educational

attainments, and college enrollments increasing substantially diuring the Vietnam

War, the average skill level of the workforce has improved considerably, and this

can be captured as a fall in (p.

^''Another candidate for the increased wage inequality is globalization and competition from

unskilled labor abundant economies which may reduce the prices of unskilled labor intensive

goods. This can also be captured in the model as an increase in 77. For instance, we can

imagine skilled workers producing a different good than unskilled workers and an increase rj

would be equivalent to a change in relative prices. I thank Jaume Ventura for suggesting this

interpretation.
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3.7.1. A Change in rj

First, note that an increase in t) will always increase the skilled wages and thus

lead to increased wage inequality. This is the conventional story. Yet, in this

model a change in 77 has two distinct effects: (1) a change in wages within an

equilibrium; (2) switch from one type of equilibriimi to another. For instance,

suppose that we are in Region I (with a unique pooling equilibrium) and 77 in-

creases. Wage inequality will increase only by a small amount [a 1% increase in

T] will increase wage inequality by a% since both skilled and unskilled workers

are employed in the same firms]. Moreover, as shown in Acemoglu (1995a), in

this environment (as opposed to a Walrasian setting) the increase in 77 will actu-

ally make unskilled workers better Oj^ because the physical capital investments of

firms, kp, are increasing in rj, and in this region, unskilled wages are increasing in

kp. Next consider an increase in rj in Region III where there is a unique separating

equilibrium. Again wage inequality increases but imskilled wages are imchanged

because the firms employing unskilled workers do not reduce their physical capital

investment [a 1% increase in rj will increase wage inequality by 1%]. Moreover,

now unskilled workers are hurt by the increase in 77; although imskilled wages

are unchanged, the increase in 77 reduces the proportion of low physical capital

vacancies and thus unskilled unemployment increases.

However, the most powerful change comes when we cross from one region to

another. This is a feature of the non-convexity introduced by search costs. Note

that as 77 increases we move to the right in Figure 1, which means that we can

switch from Region I into Region II or from Region IV into Region III. As we
switch from Region I into II, the unique pooling equilibrium is replaced by a

multiplicity of equilibria, thus the nature of equihbrium changes. If a pooling

equilibrium is replaced by a separating equilibrium, there will be a drop in im-

skilled wages, an increase in skilled wages and in the unemployment of both the

skilled and the unskilled. Recall that this type of result could never be obtained

in the frictionless competitive benchmark; there a 1% increase in 77 leads to 1%
increase in the wage gap, but not to a drop in unskilled wages. Alternatively, we
could switch from Region IV into Region III in which case a mixing equilibrium

is replaced by a separating equihbriimi and similar results are obtained (but the

change in wage inequality and imemployment will be less pronoimced).
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3.7.2. A Change in
(f)

The other interesting change for the purposes of this paper is a decrease in (p, an

improvement in the quahty of the labor force through more rapid entry of skilled

workers. Again the impact of this change will depend on which region we are in.

Let us assume that we start in Region I (Northeast) and
(f)

decrease. First, as

long as the economy stays in this Region, imskilled wages increase together with

skilled wages. However, as (j) falls further, we reach the boundary of Region I. We
now move into a mixing or a purely separating equilibrium and in both cases, the

qualitative results are similar. If we move into a mixing equilibrium, unskilled

wages fall, skilled wages increase, unskilled imemployment increases and skilled

unemployment remains constant. If we move into the separating equilibrium

region, skilled imemployment also increases. To summarize these changes Figiure 2

draws the steady state unskilled wages and unskilled unemployment as a function

of 1 — 0. The impact is very different compared to the frictionless benchmark

of section 2.2. In the competitive equilibrium a chcinge in (p never altered the

effective demand for skilled workers, thus the wage gap between the two groups

was independent of
(f).

In contrast, due to the non-convexity caused by labor

market frictions, in the search equilibriimi the demand for skill overshoots the

increase in the proportion of skilled workers and thus causes a collapse of the

demand for the imskilled.

3.7.3. The Aftermath of a Change in 77

I have so far treated the composition of the labor force, 0, as an exogenous vari-

able. This is motivated by two considerations. First, this is the simplest way of

highlighting the different predictions of this model: in the standard models (p ei-

ther has no effect, or everything else being equal reduces wage inequality, whereas

in my model it can increase wage inequality and unemployment. Second, a sub-

stantial part of the change in the composition of the labor market of the U.S.

dming the 70s may in fact be exogenous (e.g. the baby-boomers and the Vietnam

GI Bill). However, ultimately (p should be endogenous. As an illustration consider

the following scenario: each worker has a cost 7 to become skilled and as soon as

he is born, he has to decide whether to do so. If we assume that 7 has a distribu-

tion across workers given by ^(7), then clearly in a steady state equilibrium we
would have (p = I - G{V^ - V") where V^ is the present discotmted value of a

skilled worker and V" is the present discounted value of an imskilled worker upon
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birth. The analysis so far has shown that a small change in 77 can have a large

impact on wage and unemployment inequality, thus on the difference V^ — V,
but with the composition of the labor force endogenized, would fall further,

strengthening the initial impact of the change in tj.

Therefore, overall the model can account for the changing composition of

the labor force in terms of a small change in the relative productivity of differ-

ent groups, and/or explain the changing technology due to the changes in the

composition of the labor force.

4. Social Surplus in Different Steady State Equilibria

This section characterizes the allocation a social planner would choose in order

to maximize the sum of all utilities (thus no distributional concerns) subject to

the same matching imperfections. Therefore, the planner chooses physical capital

investments and an acceptance rule for vacant firms and unemployed workers. I

restrict attention to the comparison of the pooling and separating steady states.

4.1. Comparison of Pooling and Separating Steady States

With a similar reasoning to before, the social planner would choose two capital

levels:

k, = {A{\-a)) l/a

fc2 = M(l-a))^/°T?.

The social surplus in the separating steady state can be obtained as the sum of

the surplus from skilled and imskilled jobs every period. Thus,

Ss = fiU'' {A{1 - a))'/° + (1 - fiP" {A{1 - a))'/°r7, (4.1)

where jl is the proportion of unskilled vacancies chosen by the plarmer and ti's

denotes the steady state unemployment levels in the plaimer's allocation. The
planner maximizes (4.1) by choosing /t, but she must take into account that U"^

and U^ are also endogenous. With a similar accoimting exercise as before:
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(J- = ^ (4 2)

[(5 + (l-/i)(l-5)]

In contrast, if the planner decides a pooling allocation, social surplus is equal to:

Sp = 6{[cP+{l-4>)r,^]Ail-a)f^ (4.3)

Comparing (4.1) and (4.3), the following result can be estabUshed:

Proposition 2. (i) Suppose (3.6) holds, then the pooUng steady state always has

higher social surplus.

(a) Suppose (3.6) does not hold. Then there exists < 6{r]) < 1 such that

for an economy with relative skills parameterized by t], if 6 < 6(77) then the

constrained efficient steady state allocation is separating and if 6 > S{r]), then the

constrained efRcient steady state allocation is pooling.

This proposition shows that the separating and pooling allocations cannot be

unambiguously ranked in terms of welfare; the ranking depends on how heavily

the future is 'discoimted' {6) and on the productivity differentials (77). However,

since (3.6) is also the condition for the pooling equilibrium to exist, whenever the

pooling equilibriimi exists it has higher social surplus than a separating allocation.

When (3.6) does not hold a pooling equiUbrium does not exist, but a pooling

allocation may still have higher surplus. In this ceise, if 5 = the separating

allocation is preferred because the cost of slow job creation disappears and the only

concern is allocating workers to jobs in which their productivity is highest, and

the separating equilibrium achieves this. On the other hand, as 6 —^ 1, because

the cost of slow job creation is very high, a pooling allocation is preferred even if

the unique decentralized equilibrium is a separating one. The evidence in Barron

et al (1985) and Levy and Murnane (1995) regarding the costs incirrred by firms

in the recruitment process and the evidence in Ruhm (1991) and Topel and Ward
(1992) regarding the costs that workers incur in changing and finding jobs suggests

that 5 is in general away from zero, thus the analysis here not only shows that

the increase in the demand for skills is endogenous (in response to deeper changes

in the economy), but it may also be associated with more serious distortions in
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the allocation of resources. A different way of expressing the intuition is that

the rents for unskilled are substantially reduced when the economy switches to a

separating equiUbriiun, and since these rents do not feature in firms' calculations,

the switch creates negative externalities on imskilled workers.

Finally, note that even if (5 < S{t]), a switch from the pooling to the separat-

ing equilibriiun need not increase social surplus. This is because Proposition 2

is stated for the optimal value of (1 whereas in the separating equilibriiun // is

determined by the zero-profit condition. Thus, although the social surplus of the

pooling steady state would be given by Sp, the social siuplus of the separating

steady state equilibrium will be in general less than Ss-

4.2. Counterproductive Policies

To conclude this section, I want to note that two policies which may appear rather

effective in dealing with the inefficiency of a separating equilibrium may in fact

have counter-productive consequences in this setting.

First, it may be thought that since the increase in inequality is closely related

to the inefficiency of the separating equilibrium, increasing low-skill wages is ben-

eficial. However, it is easy to see that if a minimum wage at some level, Wf,} > wi

is introduced, unemploym.ent will increase without affecting skilled wages^^ and

moreover this policy would reduce the creation of 'unskilled' jobs.

Second, since the wages and labor market outcomes of unskilled workers have

deteriorated, it may be good policy to offer training to unskilled workers. Yet,

this policy will also have a number of imdesired effects. In particular, a decrease

in (p will, in this model, worsen the fortunes of the remaining imskilled workers.

''For instance, suppose that European economies have institutional barriers that prevent

unskilled wages from falling (e.g. unionization and minimum wages), then we would expect a

higher imskilled unemployment and lower wage inequality in Europe. However, wages at the top

of the distribution would not be affected by these restrictions, and it is interesting to note that

Blau and Khan (1994) find that U.S. wage inequality is very similar to those of other countries

when the workers at the ninetieth percentile are compared to the median, but much more
unequal when the lowest paid are compared to the median. However, note that minimum wages

are not always ineffective in this class of models because they may influence the composition of

jobs (see Acemoglu, 1996). ..
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5. A More General Matching Technology

The analysis has so far assumed that firms and workers meet randomly. However,

in the recil world a firm opening a vacancy for a skilled worker does not have an

equal chance of attracting a skilled and unskilled worker. Instead, ^ Killed workers

are more likely to apply, though in the absence of the Walrasian auctioneer, there

is no guarantee that only the right workers would apply; some over and under-

qualified workers will also be attracted [see Sicherman, 1991 's evidence on over

and under-education in the workplace, see the discussion in section 6]. It is a

shortcoming of most search models that they mainly rely on the random match-

ing technology because other matching technologies make the models excessively

complicated.

This section extends the analysis to a more general technology. I assume that

in each period firms and workers can be on two different islands, A and B and ex

ante they do not know on which island they will be. As a resiilt, in every period a

random proportion q of the workers and firms looking for a match will be on Island

A and the remaining I — q proportion will be on Island B. Agents on Island A
will be matched ejficiently and the agents of Island B will be matched randomly.

Efficient matching implies that high physical capital firms are allocated to the

skilled workers and vice versa. In other words, the efficient matching technology

mimics the allocation of a Walrasian auctioneer. Formally, let us construct ranks

for both groups such that the rank of agent jf* in group F is Clp{j*) = Jj>k(j-) 4?

and similarly, the rank of a worker i' is Q,w{i*) = /i>/i(i.\ di. If matching between

a group of firms F and a group of workers W is efficient, then a firm and a worker

are matched together only if they have the same ranks in their respective orders. ^^

As a result, the hybrid matching technology here imphes that with a probability

1 — q, a, firm is allocated to a worker randomly drawn from the distribution of

workers and with probability q it is allocated to the worker that the Walrasian

auctioneer would have chosen. As a real world justification, consider the situation

'^This definition is a version of that given in Acemoglu (1995b) which was for an environment

in which the distribution of workers has connected and continuous density and therefore it did

not fully specify some details that arise with atoms in the distribution of workers. In particular,

suppose there are two groups.of firms, one allocated to the skilled workers and the other to the

unskilled. Now one of the high capital firms deviates and reduces its investment by e, will it

still get allocated to a skilled worker? Here, our matching technology is such that the answer is

no. Had the answer been yes, there would be a problem of non-existence of equihbrium [details

available from the author upon request].
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in which workers look at the available vacancies and apply to the firm with which

they want to work. However, with probabiUty 1 — q workers make a mistake in

their assessment and as a result apply to a random firm. Alternatively, it can

be assumed that workers use multiple job search methods, and some put them

in contact with the most suited firm while others lead to a match a random

firm. In this section, it will be shown that for all g < 1, the previous qualitative

results hold. Thus, the qualitative results of this paper require neither extreme

randomness in matching nor highly inefficient institutions.

5.1. The Sepairating Allocation

A separating allocation is one in which there are two types of firms and each type

turns down one type of worker.

Lemma 5. Suppose the proportion of unskilled workers in the unemployment

pool is A. Then, exactly a proportion A of vacancies choose ki and a proportion

1 — A choose k2 > ki, that is // = A.

The proof of this lemma is in the appendix. The intuition is straightforward.

Suppose the proportion of low capital firms is /i > A. There will be a positive

probability that a firm with /c2 selected for efficient matching will not be allocated

to a skilled worker because there are more firms with /c2 than skilled workers in the

efficient allocation pool. A firm can increase its investment to A;2 + e and guarantee

to meet a skilled worker and for e small enough this would be profitable. A similar

reasoning for /^ < A establishes /i = A.

Given ^ = A, the profit levels are:

(1 - 6)[q + (1 - g)A](l - P) U^-J-° - k,]

ni(fci) = ^ ^, (5.1)
6

(1 - 5)[<7 + (1 - g)(l - A)](l - /?) U/c^V - k2
n2{k2) =

u

Intuitively, a firm gets selected for efficient matching with probabiUty q and in

this case, fi = X implies that with probability 1 it is matched with a worker it

would accept. With probabiUty (1 — g) , it is a random match and it can meet a

worker it will not employ (which has probability 1 - A).
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From a slight modification of the accoimting equations used before, unemploy-

ment numbers for the skilled and the unskilled can be written as:

-
[<5 + (g + A(l-g))(l-5)]'

^^-^^

[8 + [q + {\-\){l-q)){l-8)y

where ^ = A has been used. Noting that ^ = y^^, this equation solves for

an equilibrium value of \{q). Next, we need to make sm-e that at the given

composition of the unemployment pool, both types of firms make the same amo\mt

of profits. However, this is not possible if both groups were to choose their capital

stocks to maximize (5.1) because high capital firms would make higher profits (as

they are meeting with higher himian capital firms most of the time). This implies

that no firm would want to choose fci [see Figiure 3]. However, a firm can do better

by choosing ^2 + e rather than /c2 because in this case there will be more fcs firms

than skilled workers and having more physical capital will guarantee a skilled

worker. This reasoning implies that firms will 'race'/overinvest in order to match

with the skilled workers. However, there is a limit to hov/ much 'overinvestment'

there will be because a firm can always switch to fci and earn the profits of a low

physical capital firm. This reasoning gives the two equilibrium conditions (5.3)

and (5.4):

k, = {{\-a)Af'\ (5.3)

and /c2 is chosen such that

n2(fc2) =
-j^^^^

, (5.4)

where n2(.) is given by (5.1). The determination of fci and k2 is given diagram-

matically in Figure 3.

To see whether this allocation is an equilibrivmi, suppose a firm chooses k^

and accepts all workers. When this firm is on Island A (i.e. selected for efficient

allocation) and there are 1 — A firms that have chosen ^2, it will get allocated to

an imskilled worker. On the other hand, if it is selected for random matching, it
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will match with a skilled worker with probability 1 — A and in this case, as before,

it has to pay the outside option of this worker w. Then its profits are given as

where tE* is now given by

(g + (1 - q)X) (1 - /3) (Afc^" - fc,) + (1 - 9)(1 - A) [Ak]r'^r]'^ - w')

(5.5)

(g + (1 - 9)(1 - A)) (1 - <5)/3 (^fc^V - k^)

w^ = -^^ 7 ^TT -. (5.6)

l + (l-<5)((l-g)A)

An argument similar to the one used before establishes [proof omitted]

:

Proposition 3. There exists 'r]{q,(j)) such that if t] > ri{q,(p), then a separating

equiUhrium exists in which fi = X and fci and k2 are determined by (5.3), and

(5.4).

5.2. The Pooling Allocation

In the pooling allocation all firms accept both types of workers. It may thus be

tempting to think that, as in the equiUbriimi of section 3, there will only be one

type of firm choosing physical capital kp. However this is incorrect. The next

Lemma states this result (proof in the appendix).

Lemma 6. With q > 0, and with the poohng allocation, there will be a propor-

tion fi = (j) of the vacancies that choose kpi and a proportion 1 — /i that choose

kp2 > kpi

.

To see the intiiition, consider the case in which all firms choose the Scime level

of physical capital kp. There is a probability q > that a firm will be selected

for efficient matching, and in this case it still has a probability A of matching

with an unskilled worker. By increasing its investment to kp + e, the firm can

ensure that it meets with a skilled worker and makes greater profits. This implies

that a symmetric pooling equilibrium does not exist and therefore, even when aJl

firms accept all workers, there will be different physical capital levels [this can

be thought as mixed strategies or as a non-symmetric equilibrium]. Applying

the reasoning of the previous lemma establishes that two groups of firms with
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different physical capital levels have to exist: proportion A of them with low

physical capital and a proportion 1 — A of them with high physical capital, and

both groups have to make the same level of profits. Moreover, since this is a

pooling allocation in the sense that all workers are accepted immediately, it must

be the case that // = A = 0.

The profit fmictions for the two types of firms are:

npi(/cpi) —
(1 - <5)(1 - /?) (<? + (1 - g)0 + (1 - g)(l - <i>)v^) Aklr - h

8

(5.7)

Therefore the only difference between the low physical capital (/Cpi) and high

physical capital firms (/Cp2) is that when allocated to efficient matching (probability

g), the latter get matched with skilled workers.

Equilibrium has to satisfy IIpi = Iip2, thus using a similar reasoning to that of

Figure 3:

fcpi = [{q + (1 - q)<t> + (1 - g)(l - 0)r;°) A{1 - a)]'"'
, (5.8)

and /Cp2 as in the previous subsection is determined from the equal profit condition

as:

a(l -6){l- (5) [{q + (1 - q)<t> + (1 - q){\ - 4>)r) A{1 - af""
^"'^^''^ - w^

(5.9)

where Y[p2 is given by (5.7). Now a deviation from the pooling allocation will be

similar to before: a firm can choose a level of physical capital, k > k2, and only

accept skilled workers. The profit of this firm will be given as

(1 - 5){1 -0)[q + {l- g)(l - </,)] Uk'-'^v" - k]

U.{k) = ^ ^

6

which gives the optimal investment and profit of the deviant as
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k = [{q+ {1 - q){l - 4>)) A{1 - a)]'/'' Tj

a{l-S){l-P) [{q + (1 - g)(l - 4>)) A{1 - a)]'^'' rj

(1-q)<5

A pooling allocation will be an equilibrium only when Hpi > H, thus:

Proposition 4. If q + {I — q)(j) > qr] + {1 — q){l — 0) [77
— 77°], then there exists

a pooUng equihbriurn in which a proportion (j) of vacancies choose kpi as given

(5.8) and kp2 as (5.9). In this allocation, all matches are turned into employment.

Therefore, overall, with the more general matching technology, the quahtative

results are unchanged. In particular, there again exist two types of equihbria; in

the pooling one imemployment is low and wages are compressed, and in the sepa-

rating one there is more imemployment and high wage inequality. An increase in

q, the degree of efficiency of the matching technology, reduces the set of parame-

ter values for which a pooling equilibrium exists. In this more general model too,

an increase in 77 or a reduction can lead to a switch from the separating to a

pooling equilibriiun and to increased wage inequality and unemployment.

6. An Empirical Implication and Some Evidence

As noted earlier, the existing explanations for the rise in wage inequality and in-

creased unskilled imemployment have no immediate implications about the level

of unskilled wages, they predict that skilled unemployment should fall (since de-

mand for skilled workers has increased) and also, the rise in the proportion of

workers with higher educational attainments should be a factor that counteracts

the rise in inequality. In contrast, the theory I offer suggests that the increase

in the proportion of skilled workers in the labor force (see footnote 3) can be a

driving force or at least a contributing factor for these trends, that unskilled wages

should fall in absolute levels and that unemployment rates should increase for the

skilled workers as well as the unskilled (see footnote 2). Therefore, this theory

matches the general patterns that we observe much better than the existing the-

ories. Nevertheless, it may be possible to extend existing theories to match most
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of these facts. For instance, an aggregate shock that increases unemployment for

both groups may have coincided with a relative demand shock. It is the purpose

of this section to draw a more micro-level prediction of this paper's approach that

is not shared by the existing theories.

6.1. An Empirical Implication

My theory suggests that skilled and imskilled workers were doing similar jobs in

the 70s, but in the 80s there was a change in the structure of jobs such that

the quality of the jobs for the skilled improved and those for the imskilled de-

teriorated. PSID 1976, 1978 and 1985 ask the participants how many years of

schooling their jobs require. In principle, it is difficult to determine exactly how

this question is interpreted by the respondents, and moreover, the model here is

not only about schooling but also about a wide variety of skills (many of which are

unobserv'able to the econometrician). Nevertheless, the careful work by Sicherman

(1991) using the 1976 and 1978 waves of PSID shows that there is a lot of interest-

ing information transmitted by this question. Sicherman finds that overeducated

workers (those with more education than the reported amount) earn more than

other workers doing the same job and less than similar workers with the same

amovmt of education. The finding is reversed for undereducated workers. Also,

it is important to emphasize that these findings do not refiect just imobserved

heterogeneity - overeducated workers having less unobserved 'capital'- because

Sicherman shows that overeducated workers appear to have a significantly higher

probability of getting promoted or moving to a higher paying job.

In my theoretical model, when there is only one type of job {pooling equilib-

num), skilled workers are 'overeducated' for their jobs since they are working at

a lower physical to human capital ratio than the competitive equilibrium [see sec-

tion 2.2] while the imskilled would be imdereducated. In contrast, in separating

equilibrium this source of over and undereducation would disappear. Therefore,

my theory predicts that in the 1985 wave the amoimt of over and undereducation

should be lower compared to 1976 and 1978, or in other words, from 1976 to 1985,

average match quality should have improved. This is irrespective of whether the

driving force is a change in (composition of labor) or a chEinge in 77 (technological

shock). In either case, mismatch should go down. This prediction is not shared

by any other theory that I am aware of, therefore it constitutes a good test of the

theory offered in this paper.
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6.2. Some Evidence

To test this prediction I construct the difference between actual education and

the reported required years of schoohng for 1976, 1978 and 1985 for male heads

of households between 18-60, who are currently in employment but are not self-

employed.^^ I first simimarize the data in Table 1. Individuals who report required

education in a higher bracket than their actual education are undereducated, those

who report the same bracket are exact and those who report a lower required

education bracket than their actual education are overeducated. The first three

columns report the number of individuals in each year in the corresponding groups,

the second three columns report the average niunber of years of overeducation

(actual minus required) for individuals in each category.

Table 1 - Overeducation Numbers
No. of Obs Average Overeducation

1976 1978 1985 1976 1978 1985

978 1028 1149 4.78 (2.81) 4.83 (2.82) 3.50 (3.13)

1045 1174 1350 -0.04 (0.41) -0.02 (0.37) 0.00 (0.27)

424 517 438 -2.42 (1.63) -2.53 (1.71) -2.71 (1.51)

2447 2719 2937 1.47 (3.40) 1.35 (3.42) 0.966 (3.02)

Overeducated

Exact

Undereducated

Total

Note: standard deviations in parentheses in the last three columns.

The first way of seeing the changes from 1976 to 1985 is to look at the munber

of workers who are overeducated and imdereducated and the mean of over and

undereducation. The munbers in Table 1 show that from 1976 to 1978, there has

been a mild increaise in the mmiber of individuals who report to have the required

^ AH data are from the PSID. The reported required years of schooling is a bracketed variable

which takes the values 0-5, 6-8, 9-11, 12, 13-15, 16, 17 [the exact question was "how much
formal education is required to get a job hke yours?"]. The actual schoohng variable is last

grade completed. Because in 1985, actual schooling was only available in the individual files,

for consistency, the education variable from the individual files has been used for 1976 and
78 as well. Using the education variable from the family files for 76 and 78 does not change

any of the results for these years. In all the calculations, the following values were substituted

for the required education variable: 4 when the bracket was 0-5, 8 for the bracket 6-8, 10

when the bracket was 9-11 and 14 when the bracket was 13-15. These cire the values used by
Sicherman (1991) and using the means of the relevant brackets (e.g. 2.5 instead of 4) increases

the magnitude of the changes from 1976 to 1985.
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education for their jobs relative to those who are either under or overeducated,

and there was a large increase from 1978 to 1985. More precisely, the proportion

of workers who have the required years of schooling for their jobs has increased

from 42% in 1976 to 43% in 1978 and to 46% in 1985 [the increase from 1976 to

85 is significant at 1%]. Moreover, the average number of years of schoohng that

an overeducated worker has beyond what is required for his job and the average

number of years of schooling that an imdereducated worker has less than what is

required have declined from 1976 to 1985, again suggesting that the workers are

better matched to their jobs in 1985 than before. The changes from 1976 to 78

are insignificant at the 10% level whereas all the changes from either 1976 or 1978

to 85 are always significant at 1%. Therefore, the main prediction of the theory

appears to be supported by these trends.

To give some more information about these workers, Table 2 reports additional

information. In particular, it gives average years of schooling, average age, a\'erage

teniure with the firm at the time of the survey (in months), and average required

training on the job (in months) for the workers of different groups.^'*

Table 2 reveals that overeducated workers tend to have lower tenure, and aie

younger, but this pattern is unchanged across the years, thus the better matching

is not explained by changes in these aspects. Also, undereducated workers tend

to be less educated than those who report to be overeducated and those who have

the required years of education (Exact), whereas the latter two groups have on

average similar levels of actual education. Finally, the amount of required training

is higher for imdereducated workers which suggests that what these workers lack

in terms of schooling is being made up by additional training relative to the

other groups of workers. Again these aspects are unchanged between 1976 and

1985, thus appear to be vmrelated to the cause of the decreased dispersion of

overeducation across workers.

^''Note that different colums have different sample sizes in Table 2 depending on the response

rate for the relevant question. The tenure numbers for 1978 are considerably lower than for

other years, and I have no explanation for this finding, but the SEimple size is extremely low for

this question in 1978. Required training is the answer to the question: "On a job hke yours how
long would it take an average person to be fully trained and qualified?"

.
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Table

by

Overeducated 76

Exact 76

Underediicated 76

Overeducated 78

Exact 78

Undereducated 78

Overeducated 85

Exact 85

Undereducated 85

2 - Worker Characteristics

Overeducation Category
Average Average Average

Schooling Age Tenure

Av. Req.

Trciining

11.89 33.09 69.39 14.10

12.24 34.75 91.33 20.14

11.53 39.56 126.58 25.54

12.12 33.82 41.57 20.12

12.36 34.59 54.02 31.03

11.40 39.49 58.49 39.98

13.35 33.79 80.55 17.53

13.24 34.51 94.07 19.23

11.08 40.23 135.01 21.03

A different and perhaps more transparent way of seeing the trend is to cal-

culate the variation of 'mis-education'/'mismatch' across workers in each year.

This is done in Table 3 using two alternative methods. The first row reports

the cross-sectional variance of mis-education (actual minus required) across in-

dividuals in a given year, and the second reports the sum of the absolute value

of overeducation divided by the niunber of workers (that is the average number

of years that an individual appears to be over or undereducated within a given

year). Both measures show a large decline from 1976 to 1985. For instance, the

cross-sectional variance falls from 11.625 in 1976 to 9.177 in 1985 and the average

absolute deviation falls from 2.4 to 1.8, in both cases a drop of over 20% in the

course of 9 years [and significant at 1%].

11.625 11.723 9.177

2.379 2.342 1.821

Table 3 - Dispersion of 'Mismatch'
1976 1978 1985

Variance of Overeducation

Av. Absolute Deviation

6.3. Alternative Explanations

The first objection to these results is that the overeducation variable does not

contain any interesting information. However, this interpretation is refuted by the
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wage regressions in the next subsection, and more importantly, by Sicherman's

findings that overeducated workers have a higher hkelihood of moving to a better

job which suggests that these workers are truly overqualified for their current jobs.

A second possible interpretation of the overeducation variable is that workers

at the early stages of their career or tenure may be classified as overeducated. This

interpretation is supported by the numbers in Table 2 since overeducated workers

have lower tenure and are younger. A particular version of this story would be

that firms have specific 'ports-of-entry' and workers are promoted to better jobs

after reaching a certain seniority in the firm. In this interpretation, overeducated

workers are those who have just joined the firm. However, this unlikely to be the

whole story since the age and tenure patterns have not changed from 1976 to 85,

and thus if overeducation were only determined by age and tenure, it would be

impossible to understand why match quality appears to have improved so much

from 1976 to 1985. To investigate the issue of tenure more closely, I restricted the

sample to 'new' workers, i.e. those who have had less than three years with their

firm. The results for this group is, if anything, stronger; the proportion of workers

with exact education has increased from 38% in 1976 to 45% in 1985, the mean

of overeducation for overeducated workers has decreased from 4.97 to 3.85, the

variance of mis-education across all workers has fallen from 11.96 to 9.82 and the

average absolute overeducation has decreased from 2.658 to 1.997. Again these

changes are larger than 20% and are all statistically significant at 1%.

The third alternative explanation could be that the sample in 1976 contains

workers who obtained their education before the Second World War or had to in-

terrupt their education because of the War. To deal with this problem, I repeated

the same calculations with a sample of workers aged 18-45 in all three years and

exactly the same pattern of results was obtained, for instance, the variance of

mis-education decreased from 11.36 in 1976 to 8.79 in 1985.

A fourth alternative explanation for these findings would be that the variance

of actual schooling has decreased across workers in the course of these 9 years and

this fall in the variance of actual schooling explains the dechne in the variance of

overeducation. To deal with this alternative, I calculated the veiriance of schoohng

for these years. Unfortunately, the variance of schooling across individuals has

actually fallen from 1976 to 1985, thus I cannot reject this alternative explanation.

However, it has to be noted that even with this fall in the variance of education I

am aware of no other theory that can account for the large decline in the dispersion

of overeducation across individuals, and this decline should still be interpreted as
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an improvement in the average match quality which is the prediction of the theory

offered in this paper. Further, when the sample is restricted to those between the

ages of 18-45 or to those who have less than three years of tenure with their firm,

the decline in the variance of education in very slight, but as reported in the above

paragraphs, the variance of mismatch appears to have decreased by over 20% in

both subsamples, therefore this decline in the variance of education is imlikely to

be the only cause of improved match quality.

Therefore, overall the evidence from PSID is supportive of the key mechanism

suggested in this paper that the increase in inequality is associated with a shift

from a pooling type equilibriiun to a separating type equilibrium. In fact, no other

theory appears to be able to explain a drop in the dispersion of overeducation by

over 20% in the coiirse of 9 years.

6.4. Wages cind Overeducation

Have the changes in the dispersion of overeducation and average quality of matches

contributed to the increased wage inequality? Unfortunately, it is not possible to

answer this question. Nevertheless, there are some suggestive signs. Table 4

reports cross-sectional regressions of wages on schooling and a dummy indicating

whether the individual is over or undereducated.

Table 4 - Wage Regressions
1976 1978 1985

0.0631 (22.93) 0.0563 (13.14) 0.099 (26.760)

-0.158 (-8.48) -0.131 (-6.50) -0.123 (-6.60)

0.165 (7.23) 0.070 (2.42) 0.254 (9.252)

2261 1295 2629

0.242 0.158 0.225

EdTication

Overeducated

Undereducated

No. of Obs.

i22

Note: t-statistics in parentheses. The wage variable is logarithm of hourly

nominal wage for workers paid by the hour and salaried workers. Workers paid

by other methods such as commission or tips are excluded. The omitted group is

Exact.

Three patterns are apparent in Table 4. First, the return to education has

increased from 1976 to 1985. Second, as found by Sicherman (1991), overeducated
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workers earn less thain workers with the same amount of education but who work

in jobs that require more schoohng and underediicated workers earn more than

other workers who have the same schoohng but are in the exact category. This

imphes that the increase in the proportion of workers who have the required

education for their jobs from 42% in 1976 to 46% in 1985 may have contributed

to the increase in wage inequality. In other words, the numbers in Table 4 imply

that a worker loses the earnings equivalent of 2.5 years of schooling for being

overeducated and now there are 4% less of overeducated workers. The third

pattern that emerges from Table 4 is that the return to getting a job for which

the worker is undereducated has mildly decreased (from the earnings equivalent

of 2.6 additional years of schooling in 1976 to 2.5 years in 1985), and the loss

incurred for being overeducated has decreased from the earnings equivalent of 2.5

years in 1976 to 1.25 years in 1985. Therefore, overall, it is impossible to ascertain

what the exact contribution of the changing pattern of over, but undereducation

has been to the rise in wage inequality and the results in table 4 only suggest that

there may have been some contribution.

7. Conclusion

This paper has offered an alternative theory for the increase in wage inequality

and imemployment, the two most salient trends in the U.S. labor market dtir-

ing the past twenty years. In my theory, an increase in the proportion of skilled

workers or an increase in the relative productivity of skilled workers changes the

structiu-e of jobs. The key innovation of this approach is that the structure of

jobs is endogenous and due to the transaction costs introduced by search, small

changes in either the composition of jobs or relative productivities can lead to a

large reorganization on the demand side of labor. It is particularly worth empha-

sizing that if the exogenous shock is taken to be the change in the composition of

skills, this paper endogenizes the often suggested change in the demand for skilled

workers and indicates how this change may have been associated with a deterio-

ration in the allocation of resources. The paper also derived an implication from

this alternative approach not shared by any other theory and provided evidence

from the PSID that supports this prediction.
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8. Appendix

Proof of Lemma 2: (i) When the outside option of the high skill workers does not

bind, the profit of the deviant can be written as in expression (3.2) with the only

difference that A replaces 0. Also from the equilibrium condition (3.9), we know

that \ = r]/{l -\-T]). Thus the profit of the deviant is given as

n = q(1 - /3)(1 - 6) {[A + (1 - \)r]{\ - c.)A}'/°

(1-q)(5

The profit level of the firms in the separating allocation is given as:

^(l-6)(l-/?)a[(l-a)^]^/°

(8.1)

(8.2)

Since -^ +^ > -^, (8.1) is imambiguously larger than (8.2), thus a devi-

ation is always profitable.

(ii) w increases with 77 faster than l3{Akp~°'r]°' — kp), hence there exists 77 such

that above this level, the outside option of the skilled workers will bind. QED.

Proof of Lemma 3:

il/a

lim Hq =
(1 - <5)(1 - /?)q [(1 - a)AY"'r] (1 - <5)(1 - /?)a [(1 - a)A\

l/a

(l + r/)(l-Q)(5 (1-q)(5

whereas

lim n = q(1-(5) ^a-^)(^ +^)
l+TJ ^ 1+77

rj-oo (1 _ q)(5

Now noting that as 77
—> 00, /x —> 0,

l/a
^(l-M)(l-<5)/?A[(l-a)^]^r/

(l + (l-<5)/i)(l-Q)<5

T7-00 (1 _ q)5
^ '^

(1 _ Q,)^ v^oo
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This proves that, for sufficiently large values of 77, a separating equilibrium will

exist. Next noting that the second term in IT is unambiguously increasing in <p^^,

it is straightforward to see that the higher is
<f)

the higher the cut-off level of ry

needs to be. QED

Proof of Lemma 4: I will now construct the mixed equiUbrium. First suppose

that the outside option of skilled workers do not bind, thus w^ < P Akp~°'ri°' — kp .

Then, clearly, maximizing (3.16) gives kp = [[A + (1 - A)77°](l - a)A]^'°', thus:

n a(l-/^)(l-<^)[[A + (l-A)77"](l-a)A]^/-

Therefore, the equilibrimn condition (3.18) is equivalent to

We know that (8.4) fails to hold when \ = 4). However, (8.4) is also increasing in

A and X > 4> and is increasing in p (the proportion of firms targeting the skilled).

Then from (3.19) we can choose p, to satisfy (8.4). The solution to these equations

is a mixed equilibrium if

^' < ^ {^ [[A + (1 - X)rj'']il - a)^]('-°)/'^ 7]° - [[A + (1 - A)7]"](l - a)A]'^''}

(8.5)

If (8.5) does not hold, then we can look for an equilibrium in which the outside

option of high skilled workers hold. In this case, we know from the analysis in

the text that the optimal choice of pooling firms is given by (3.14) and the profit

level of these firms is given by (3.15). Then all we need to ensure that

w'>p [>lp-°77° - k] (8.6)

where k is given by (3.14). If both (8.5) and (8.6) fail to be satisfied, then

this implies (3.16) is maximized at the level of capital exactly such that iD* =

P [Ak^-°T]° - k] where k is given by Ak^-°T]° - k = ^. Now Up{k) = tl can

''More explicitly g = i,_fX£.^,s ^, > 0.
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be solved for A and then (3.19) can be solved for p which will give the mixed

equilibrium. QED

Proof of Proposition 2: Consider social surplus in the pooling and the separat-

ing steady states divided by the probabihty of death, 8 {^ and ^) and evaluate

these as (5
—

> 0:

lim^ = [A(l-c.)[<^+(l-0h-]]l/^ (8.7)

and

fi(j)
,

(l-/,)(l-0) _+ -
TT7-. TZT] (8.8)

8 + fL{l-6) b + [l - fi){\ - 6)

(8.8) is maximized when /x = or when ft = \. If (8.8) is maximized at ft — \,

then it can never be larger than (8.7) and thus the pooling steady state would be

preferred. Thus for the separating steady state to be preferred to the pooling we

require fi = and thus:

lim:| = [^(l-a)]^/"(l-<^)77.

Therefore, the separating allocation is preferred to the pooling one when 6 —^ i(

(i-0)V>0 + (i-0)^°,

or

r?">
(f>

(l_0)a_(l_^)-

This condition is of course the opposite of (3.6) which determined the area of the

parameter space where a pooling allocation could be an equiUbriiun.

Now take the case in which (5 —* 1, then

hmSp = [A{l-a){<l>+{l-4>)rj'^)]
O—*l

,aMV«
(8.9)

and.

Jim Ss = [A{1 - a)]'/"- [ft<f> + (1 - /i)(l - ct>)v] . (8.10)
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It is clear that whatever the value of fx, (8.9) is larger than (8.10), thus the

pooling allocation is preferred. Thus whenever a pooling allocation exists, it is

social surplus maximizing. In the case when a pooUng allocation does not exist,

it may still be social surplus maximizing but it could also be dominated by the

separating for low enough values of <5. QED

Proof ofLemma 5: Suppose /i < A. Then, the profit of a firm choosing /c2 > /cj

can be written as:

Yl^ih) =
(1 - 5)[gH + (1 - g)(i - ^)](i - /3) Akl-^r - h

(8.11)

Now, consider a deviation such that a firm increases its capital investment to

A:2 + e. Then:

(1 -6)[q + {l- q){l - A)](l -P) A (/C2 + e)^-" r?" - ^2 - e

n2(A;2 + e) =

(8.12)

For e small enough, (8.12) is larger than (8.11). Thus // < A cannot be an equi-

librium.

Now suppose /i > A. Then the profit of a firm choosing ki < /co is given as:

(1 - <5)[g^ + (1 - g)A](l - P) [Ak]-- - k,

ni(fci) = '-

(8.13)

Consider a deviation whereby a firm chooses physical capital ki — e, then the

profits of this firm are given as:

U,{k,--e)
{l-6)[q + {l-q)\]{l-p) A{k,-e)A-a k, +£

(8.14)

For e small enough, (8.14) is larger than (8.13). Thus ^ > A carmot be an

equilibrium.

Finally at /i = A, any firm that deviates will reduce the probability that it

gets matched with the type of worker that it would form an employment relation.

QED
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Proof of Proposition 3:
fj.
= X follows from Lemma 4. The rest of the proposi-

tion follows Lemma 3, by noting that as 77
—

» 00, 112 (^2) in (5.1) tends to a larger

number than (5.5). QED

Proof of Lemma 6: Suppose all firms choose fcp, then the profit of a firm is

given as:

(1 -6){1- 0) (0 + (1 - 0)77") Ak'-'^ - k
n(fc) =

In contrast if a firm increases its investment by e, it gets

(8.15)

(l-(5)(l-/3) {qj^- + {l-q)(P+{l-q){l-cj))r]'^)A{k, + ey-''-k,-e
Up{kp+€) =

(8.16)

For e small enough, (8.16) is larger than (8.15), thus a symmetric equilibrium

cannot exist. QED

Proof of Proposition 4: In the pooling equilibrium:

npi(^pi) — ^p2{kp2) —
a(l - <5)(1 - 0) [{q + (1 - q)4> + (1 - g)(l - 4>)v'') A{1 - a]'^""

(5(1 -a)

In contrast a deviant firm makes:

- a(l -S){l-P)[{q + {1- q){l - 4>)) A{1 - a)]"^ rj

{l-a)6

The comparison of (8.17) and (8.18) gives the results. QED

(8.17)

(8.18)
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